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Variability in the central equatorialPacific, 1985-1989
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Joint Institute for Marine and AtmosphericResearch,University of Hawaii, Honolulu
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and M. Wimbush
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Abstract.

We describe variability in the equatoriM Pacific Ocean near 160øW

during the 5-year period 1985-1989, encompassing
"normM", E1 Nifio, and La
Nifia conditions. This descriptionis based on conductivity-temperature-depth and
acousticDoppler current profiler data acquiredduring five cruisesbetween 21øN
and 4øS and on dynamic-heighttime seriesfrom an array based mainly on the
Line Islands. At Jarvis Island, near the equator, the time seriesof dynamic height
and near-surfacetemperature go back to 1981 and show the 1986-1987 E1 Nifio
anomaliesstarting later in the year and having longer duration than those of the
1982-1983 E1 Nifio. Dynamic-height anomaly was less strong for the 1986-1987
event, but the near-surfacetemperature anomaly was of similar magnitude for the
two E1 Nifios. The Jarvis near-surfacetemperature drop from 1986-1987 E1 Nifio
maximum to 1988-1989 La Nifia minimum was 8øC. EmpiriCal orthogonMfunction
analysis of the time seriesshowsthat interannual and interseasonalvariability
in dynamic height was dominated by a mode with meridional form similar to a
first-verticM-mode Kelvin wave, while intraseasonalvariability had a primary mode
with • singlepe•k •t 6øN •nd • secondarymode with pe•k •t 6øN •nd trough •t
2øN. While the equatorial thermocline deepenedto the east and shoaledto the west
during the 1986-1987 E1 Nifio, at 160øW it did not changedepth during either
this E1 Nifio or the subsequentLa Nifia. Nevertheless,just before E1 Nifio and just
after La Nifia, the thermoclinewas observedto be about 50 m deeperthan at other
times. The South Equatorial Current and North Equatorial Countercurrent had

markedlyreduced(increased)
transportsduringthisE1Nifio (La Nifia). However,
the Northern TsuchiyaJet strengthenedduring E1 Nifio and weakenedduring La
Nifia.

1.

Introduction

torial Pacific Ocean, respectively. In the present paper
we describe variability in the central equatorial Pacific
Ocean between 1985 and 1989, based on once-a-year
Between 1985 and 1989 the equatorial Pacific passed
shipboard measurementsof temperature, salinity, and
through three phasesof the E1 Nifio-Southern Oscilcurrent profiles and on autonomous time series mealation (ENSO) cycle: a "normal"phaseduring 1985surementsof parameters related to dynamic height.
1986, the warm 1986-1987 E1 Nifio, and the cool 1988Subsurface pressure, acoustic travel time, and sea
1989 La Nifia. Each of these phases lasted about 20
level
can all be usedto infer dynamicheight (seeapmonths, and the large-scaleevolutionof the tropical Papendix).
In February1985an array of instrumentsdecific Ocean and atmosphereduring this time has been
signedto measuretheseparameterswas deployedalong

describedby Kouskyand Leetmaa[1989]and Delcroix
the Line Islandschainin the centralPacific(Figure1),
et al. [1992]. McPhadenet al. [1990]and McPhaden
with the principal aim of investigatingvariability in dyand Hayes[1990](hereinafterreferredto as MP1 and namic height on timescalesfrom daysto years. SubsurMP2, respectively)give accountsof variabilityduring
facepressuregauges(SSPG)wereinstalledat Palmyra,
the 1986-1987 E1 Nifio in the western and eastern equaFanning, and Malden Islands, augmenting an exiõting

gaugea• Jarvis Island. To the north, wherethere were
no islands, this array was extended with inverted echo
1Now at New Zealand OceanographicInstitute, Wellington,
New

Zealand.

Copyright 1995 by the American Geophysical Union.

sounders(IES) deployedat 6øN, 8øN, and 10øN. Togetherwith existingsealevel gauges(SLG) at Christmas and Penrhyn Islands, the instruments formed an

Paper number 95JC01379.

array knownas the Line Islandsarray (LIA), spanning
10øNto 9øSnear 160øW(Table 1). This array wasin

0148-0227/95/95JC-01379505.00

place until December 1989.
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Figure1. Map.of Pacific
Ocean
showing
thelocation
oftheLineIslands
array.Inverted
echo
sounders
(IESs)(crosses)
weredeployed
at 10øN,
8øm,and6ømalong
102ø30'w
(after2 years
the6øNIES wasmovedto 159ø20'W).
Pressure
gauges
(opencircles)
weredeployed
at Palmyra,

F•[nning,
Jarvis
andMalden
Islands.
Tidegauges
(solid
circles)
at Christmas
andPenrhyn
Islands
arepartof theTropical
Ocean-Global
Atmosphere
Pacific
sealevelnetwork.

TheLiA wasmaintained
witha series
ofcruises
to th• the LIA time series measurements and describe their
to the annualand interannualvariabilregionat intervalsof 1 to 1.5years.Thesefivecruises relationships
fieldusingempiricalorthogonal
(designated
LIA I to LIA 5) wereconducted
fromHon- ity of the background
olulu(2•IøN)to MaldenIsland(4øS)andreturn.During functions(EOFs). Section4 discusses
ourtemperature,
eachcruise,:
temperatureand salinitysections
between salinity,and velocitysectionsfrom the five cruisesand

Honolulu and Malden Island were made on either the
usesthem to describethe changingconditionsin the
outboundor return leg. The quality of thesemeasurecentralPacificduring 1985-1989. The paper concludes
mentsimprovedwith successive
cruisesandwasbeston
of the mainresults
LIA 4 and 5. On theselast two cruises,profilesof hor- with a shortsummaryand discussion

izontal current were also obtained with a hull-mounted

in section 5.

In discussing
interannualvariability,especially
with
acousticDopplercurrentprofiler(ADCP).
regard
to
the
onset
and
timing
of
ENSO
signals,
it is
This paperis organizedas follows.In section2 we
presentthe JarvisIslanddata (whichextendbackto convenient to refer to some baseline of "normal" or avDetailsof the baseline
calculation
are
1981)andgivea briefaccount
of interannual
variability erageconditions.

from late 1981 until late 1989. In section 3 we present

givenin the appendix.

Table 1. Locationsand Depthsof Line IslandsArray Instruments.
Instrument

Island

Latitude,

Longitude,

N

IES
IES
IES•
IESb

i 0ø02'
8ø00'
5ø55'
6ø00'
5ø52'

W

Depth,
m

162ø30'

4900

162ø27'
162ø44'
159ø20'

4400
4300
4200

3ø52'

162ø06
'
159ø19'

3.9
4.5

SSPG
SSPG

Palmyra
Fanning

SLG
SSPG
SSPG

Christmas
Jarvis
Malden

1ø51'
0ø23'•
4ø03'•

157ø28'
160ø02
'
155o00
'

1.8
5.9
7.6

SLG

Penrhyn

9ø01'•

158ø04'

1.5

IES is invertedechosounder,SSPGis subsurface
pressuregauge,and SLG is sealevel
gauge.

•Data obtained from February 22, 1985 to June 8, 1987.

bData obtainedfrom June 14, 1987 to December13, 1989.
½Latitude is south.
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2. ENSO Cycles 1981-1989

westerly wind bursts in May and November-December
1986. These anomalous westerliespersisted until October 1987, and in responseto them there was an increase

Subsurfacepressureand temperature measured near
the equator at Jarvis Island since 1981 can be used
to put the 1986-1987 E1 Nifio and 1988-1989 La Nifia
into a broader context. Figure 2 showsJarvis Island

in Kelvin wave activity acrossthe PacificOcean [Delcroix et al., 1991], with one particular pulse in May
1986 well documented[Miller et al., 1988; McPhaden
and Taft, 1988]. The oceanicresponsebecameevident
during 1986, whensealevel decreasedin the westernPa-

dynamic-heightand temperatureanomalies(i.e., with
the meanand annualsignalsremoved),alongwith the
SouthernOscillationIndex (SOI), from 1981to 1989.

cific and increasedin the eastern Pacific and widespread
warm surface temperature anomalies appeared across

For the overall 1981-89 period, dynamic height appears to lead near-surface temperature at Jarvis by
about 6 months; this is confirmed by a maximum in
their cross-correlationfunction at 5.8 months. Also,
Jarvis near-surfacetemperature and negative SO1 appear to be approximately in phase, and this too is confirmed by their cross-correlationfunction.

the Pacific IMP1; MP2; Re3molds,
1988].
With the onset of E1 Nifio, Jarvis Island dynamic
height rose throughout most of 1986, although several

large-amplitude
(0.1 dynamicmeter(dyn.m))intraseasonalwaves(periods1 to 3 months)occasionally
reversedthis rise(Figure2, middle,thin line). Dynamicheight anomaly reacheda peak of about 0.28 dyn. m
in December 1986, almost as high as the 1982-1983 E1
Nifio peak, but this was mostly due to one intraseasonal oscillation: when low-passfiltered to remove variability with periods less than 150 days, the 1986-1987
E1 Nifio had a peak amplitude about half that of the

After the strong 1982-1983 E1 Nifio [Lukas et al.
1984]the SOI was steadyand closeto zero until near
the middle of 1986, when it began to fall, indicating
a weakeningof the trade wind system [Kousky.and
Leetmaa,1989]. Winds in the westernPacificbecame
anomalouslywesterly,and there were periodsof strong

1982-1983

event.

The
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near-surface
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Figure 2. (top)The SouthernOscillation
Index(SOI), (middle)JarvisIsland(0ø23'S,160ø02'W)
dynamic-height
and (bottom) near-surface
temperatureanomaliesfrom 1981to 1989. The SOI
data are monthly averagedvalues of Tahiti minus Darwin sea level pressurenormalized by the
standard deviation. Dynamic height and temperature have means and annual cyclesremoved.

Alsoplottedis low-pass-filtered
dynamicheight(cutoffperiod150 days).
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monthslater in 1986 than in 1982; also, dynamic height
fell rapidly at the end of the initial year in the 19821983 event, while it continuedhigh through most of the
subsequent year in the 1986-1987 event. The Jarvis

perature rise occurred at about the same time as the
rise in dynamic height, and the temperature reached
3øC above normal in December 1986, coincidingwith
the peak in dynamic height. During 1987 both dynamic
height and near-surfacetemperature remained anoma-

warm anomalies

associated

with the two E1 Nifios were

comparable in strength. In both E1 Nifios the rise in
In April 1987 the SOI reached its lowest value since near-surfacetemperature approximately coincidedwith
the 1982-1983 E1 Nifio event and then rose, changing that of dynamic height. Near-surfacetemperature resignfrom negativeto positiveearly in 1988after strong mained high after dynamic height beganto fall, and the
easterly trade winds reappeared acrossthe Pacific, ini- temperature anomaly did not disappear until about 6
tiating La Nifia. In Septemberand Novemberof that months after dynamic height had returned to normal.
year the SOI reachedvaluesexceedingany in the previous 13 years. The SOI then began to fall, reaching

louslyhigh (thoughgraduallydecreasing).

normal

values in late

3. Dynamic Height EOFs

1989.

During mostof 1987, dynamicheightand near-surface
temperature at Jarvis Island remainedanomalouslyhigh
but gradually decreasedin amplitude. This decrease
continued into 1988, and by April of that year both
of these quantities were anomalouslylow. Jarvis nearsurface temperature anomaly reachedits La Nifia minimum in October 1988, when it was 8øC cooler than

A consistentdynamic-height data set from the LIA
gauges was produced by converting subsurfacepressure, acoustic travel time, and sea level to dynamic
height. Five major and severalminor data gapscaused
by lossor failure of the instruments were filled by various means, depending on the site. Figure 3 showsthe
at its E1 Nifio maximum
in December
1986. In 1989
final data set, with tides and variability at periods of
the cold La Nifia conditions began to abate, with SOI lessthan about i day removed. Details of the data proand Jarvis dynamic-height and near-surface tempera- cessing,gap filling, and filtering are describedin the
ture anomaliesall returning nearly to zero by the mid- appendix.
dle of the year.
Dynamic height in the Line Islands region is domiFor the overall 1981-1989 period it appearsthe ENSO- nated by annual and interannual signals. We have surelated extrema generally occurred first in the Jarvis perimposedon each time seriesthe baselineconsisting
dynamic-height record, then in the Jarvis temperature of the annual components computed from all 5 years of
record, and last in SOI. The phasing and duration of eachrecord(excludingthe gaps). Except wherelong
the 1982-1983
and 1986-1987
E1 Nifio events were difgaps affect the calculation of these components,the
ferent. The dynamic-height rise which developeddur- baselinesagree well with dynamic height during 1985
ing the initial year of both E1 Nifios occurred about 3 and toward the end of 1989. From early 1986 until
3
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Figure 3. Time seriesof dynamic height from the Line Islands array. Gaps have been filled as

documented
by Donohueet al. [1992]and plottedasdots. The dashedline superimposed
on each
record is its mean annual component. Means have been removed, and the offset between adjacent

time seriesis 0.34 dynamicmeters(dyn. m).
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early 1989, however, there were significant departures

_

.

15,853

.

from the baselines.

EOF analysiswas employedto look at the dominant
structures of variability, apart from the annual cycle,
in the LIA time seriesof dynamic height. Fluctuations
with periods of a few weeks to a few months, having
amplitudes comparableto those of the annual and interannualsignals,appearin all recordsin Figure 3. This
intraseasonalactivity was strongeston the equator and
at 6oN, where occasionalwaveswere larger than the an-

0.5

1stEOF(67%)

nualcycle(e.g.,in late 1985at 6øN).Autospectra
of the

lOS

dynamic-heightrecordscontain a peak near the equator around the 100-day period and another at 6øN with
45-day period; thesepeaksappear to be associatedwith

Kelvin wavesand instabilitywaves,respectively[Donohue et al., 1994]. There is no reasonto expect that

signalsfrom eachrecord(i.e., on departuresfrom the
baselines
shownin Figure3) and after applyingeither
the low-passor high-passfilter. We refer to these as
"low-passEOFs" and "high-passEOFs," respectively.
Significancelevels were calculated in each case using
Monte Carlo simulations using selection rule N adjusted for data correlation, as suggestedby Preisendor-

fer [1988].The spatialand temporalcomponents
of the

EQ

5N

1ON

0.2
I

the meridional structures of these two types of waves

shouldbe mutually orthogonal. So, prior to EOF analysis, we separatedthe data into long- and short-period
components,whose sum gives the original data, using
complementary low- and high-pass, 48 dB-per-octave
filters with a cutoff periods of 80 days.
EOFs were computed as the eigenvectorsof the covariance matrix after removing the mean and annual
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Figure 4a. SpatiM (top) and temporal (bottom) first empirical orthogonalfunction(EOF) components
of the 80-day
low-passed LIA dynamic-height data. This EOF accounts

for the percentageof varianceindicated(basedon the largest
eigenvalue). The line superimposedon the spatial component is the theoretical

first-vertical

mode Kelvin-wave

merid-

resulting significant low-passand high-pass EOFs are
shownin Figures 4a and 4b.
Only onelow-passEOF is significantat the 95% confidencelevel, accountingfor 67% of the variance.Its spatial structure, resemblinga first-vertical-modeequatorial Kelvin wave, is concentratedwithin about 50 of the
equator. The temporal component of this EOF shows

ionalpressure
field structure(assuming
c• - 2.8 m s-•).

This EOF suggests,and examination of Figure 3 confirms, that only recordsfrom 40 and closerto the equator showthe large interannual signalsassociatedwith E1
Nifio and La Nifia. Nevertheless,with only one ENSO
cycle of data the confidenceof this observationis small.
The two principal high-passEOFs are significantat
the 95% level. The first is characterizedby inphase
displacement at all latitudes, with a peak at 6øN. Its
temporal component showsgroups of oscillationsoccurring annually, with maximum amplitude around the
end of each year. The oscillationsare longestin period

at 2øN and an oppositely phasedtrough at 6øN. Since
the dynamic-heightridge associatedwith the boundary

Dashed lines superimposed on the temporal component
show the times

of the cruises.

put from a numericalmodel,all showstrongestflow in
the SouthEquatorialCurrent (SEC) and North Equatorial Countercurrent(NECC), annuallyin borealaustrongestinterseasonal
(3 to 5 months)activity during tumn and interannuallyduringLa Nifia [Donohueet al.,
E1Nifio (mid-1986throughearly 1988). Its interannual 1994]. This EOF is thereforestrongestwhen the curvariation shows a maximum
at the end of 1986 and a rents are strongest.It is probably an equatorial current
minimum in October 1988, similar to dynamic height systeminstability[Philanderet al., 1985].
The secondhigh-passEOF is characterizedby a peak
both at Jarvis (Figure 3) and at 0ø, 140øW (MP2).
between the SEC and NECC varies in position between

thesetwo latitudes [Donohueet al., 1994], the EOF
appearsto representmeanderingof this current system.

4. Hydrographic Sections
Figures 5a and 5b show nearly meridional temperature and salinity sectionsfrom the five LIA cruises. In
both of these figures we have included a correspond-

(~70 days)and fewestin numberduringE1Nifio years. ing sectionreconstructed
for June 25 (the midpointof
They are shortestin period(~40 days)and mostnu- the LIA 3 section), with the constituentsdetermined
merous during La Nifia. Contour plots of 1985-1989, by Firing and Lukas [1985]from the Hawaii-to-Tahiti
160øW dynamic height as a function of time and lati- Shuttle Experiment. That experiment[Wyrtki et al.,
tude, based on these LIA data, Geosat data, and out- 1981]was conductedslightly to the east at longitudes

15,854
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Figure 4b. Spatial and temporalfirst- and second-EOFcomponents
of the 80-dayhigh-passed
LIA dynamic-height
data. EachEOF accounts
for 67%of variance(basedon the corresponding
eigenvalue).Dashedlinessuperimposed
on the temporalcomponent
showthe timesof the cruises.
of 150øW, 153øW, and 158øW from February 1979 to
June 1980, a period during which there was neither E1
Nifio nor La Nifia. Temperature variation in the shuttle
data is small compared with that in the LIA sections.

For example,equatorialseasurfacetemperature(SST)
varies only a little more than 1øC in the shuttle data
and 5øC in the LIA

sections.

Thus the June 25 shuttle

sectionmay be compared with LIA sectionsfor different
times of the year.

4.1. Temperature (Figure 5a)
The shuttle temperature section has the classicequatorial form. There is a band of relatively cool surface
water centered on the equator. The upper thermocline
is shallow at the equator and deepensto the north and
south. Within about 20 of the equator there is a spread-

parturesoutsidethe 4-1bandsincemid-1983(Figure2),
this suggestsequatorial Pacific conditionsin 1985 best
representnormal conditionsnear 160øW. Nevertheless,
within about 30 of the equator, surface water is about
2øC cooler than the shuttle section, but this is partly
because the annual SST cycle here is close to a mini-

mum in March (MP2). Thermoclinetilts betweenthe
equator and 9øN are steeper than in the shuttle section,
indicating stronger SEC and NECC.
The March 1986 section showsconditionsjust prior
to onset of E1 Nifio, and the section is similar to that
seen a year earlier, although the thermocline, as represented by the depth of the 20øC isotherm, is tilted
downwardeverywhereto the south of 8oN, being about

50 m deeperat the equatorand 70 m deeperat 4øS(the
southernlimit of thesesections)than in March 1985.

ing of the isotherms in the thermocline. From about Deeper isotherms are also affected, with downward dis5øN to 9øN the thermocline slopes up to the north, placements of about 50 m observed at most latitudes
rising 55 m. Beyond 9øN most isothermsslope gen- south of 13øN.
tly down to the north. These features of the thermoThe cruisein June 1987 took place 6 months after the
cline are associated through geostrophy, respectively, local equatorial sealevel and SST peaksassociatedwith

with the South EquatorialCurrent (SEC), Equatorial the 1986-1987E1 Nifio (Figure 2). Althoughsealevel
Undercurrent(EUC), North EquatorialCountercurrent droppedduring these6 months,SST remainedhigh. In
(NECC), and North EquatorialCurrent (NEC)(e.g., this section the near-equatorial SST minimum has vanfor the EUC [Picaut et al., 1989]). Near 4øN there ished, and SST near the equator is about 4øC warmer
is a steep equatorwarddeepeningof the 10øC (and than in the previous 2 years, exceeding30øC at 2øS.
neighboring)isotherms,associatedwith the Northern The classic equatorial thermocline structure has been
TsuchiyaJet (NTJ). The northernedgeof the South- lost, and isotherms in the thermocline are relatively
ern TsuchiyaJet (STJ) is just visibleat the southern fiat from 4øSto 12øN, indicating weak SEC and NECC
limit of the section(4øS).
(seesection4.3) Reducedthermoclinespreadingnear
Of the five LIA temperaturesections
the first (March the equator indicates the EUC core is not well defined.
1985)mostcloselyresembles
the shuttlesection.Along Thermocline depth near the equator is essentiallythe
with the fact that the SOI had shown no sustained de-

same as in March

1985. Anomalies

related to E1 Nifio
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Figure 5a. Temperaturesections
from the five LIA cruises(LIA 1 to LIA 5). Alsoincludedfor
comparisonis the Hawaii-to-Tahiti Shuttle temperature sectionreconstructedfor June 25, using

mean,annual,and semiannualcomponents
derivedby Firing and Lukas[1985].
ing the strongestphaseof La Nifia, only 1 month af-

event appear to be confinedto the upper ocean, and for
depthsgreater than 200 m, little differencecan be seen

ter the local anomaly in equatorial sea level reachedits

between

nadir (Figure 2). SST near the equatorwas lessthan

this section and the March

1985 section.

The next cruise took place in November 1988 dur-

24øC. This is 2øC cooler than in March

1985 and 6øC
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Figure 5b. Sameas Figure5a, but for salinity.
coolerthan in June 1987 during E1 Nifio. In the eastern than advection,sincecurrentat the equatoris eastward
equatorialPacific,coldSST anomaliesat this time were (section4.3). The thermoclinehas regainedits typirelatedto large-scaleuplift of the thermocline(MP2), cal equatorial form, but comparedwith March 1985,
but here in the central Pacific, equatorial thermocline isotherm slopesare steeper,implying strongerflows in
depth is nearly the sameas in March 1985. Neverthe- the SEC, NECC, and EUC, and the trough separating
less,the coldSST is presumablydueto upwellingrather the SEC and NECC has shifted 20 to the north. As a
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Figure 5c. Geostrophic
velocitysections
from(topleft) the June25 shuttlesectionand(right)
fromthe lastthreeLIA Cruises
(LiA 3 to LIA 5). (middle,bottomleft) Zonalvelocitymeasured
with the ADCP during LIA 4 and LIA 5.

resultof boththesefeatures,
the thermocline
troughis isotherm).Evenat depthswellbelowthe 250-mbaseof
also about 30 m deeperthan it was in March 1985. In the thermoclinein the trough, isothermsare depressed
contrast to E1 Nifio, La Nifia has a pronounceddeep as much as 100 m between about 4øN and 8øN. They are
of this change
temperaturesignal (compare,for example, the 10øC similarly depressedat 4øS.A consequence
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in the deep isotherms is a weakeningof the isotherm wise, sinks and movesequatorward. The low-salinity
slopesassociatedwith the Tsuchiya jets and hence of tongue originatesin the North Pacific at higher lati-

the jets themselves
(seesection4.3).

tudes. It too sinks(because
of its coldtemperature)

At the time of the final cruise in December 1989, atmospheric conditions in the equatorial Pacific had returned to a nearly normal state. Equatorial SST is
within 1øC of that in the shuttle section. However,as in
March 1986, the therrnoclinehas developeda downward
tilt everywhere to the south of 8øN. This time, there is
no thermocline trough, and the therrnoclineslopesalmost linearly downwardto the south of 8øN all the way
to the southern limit of the sectionat 4øS. In particular, at the equator the therrnoclineis 50 rn deeperthan
during the normal conditionsof March 1985.

and movesequatorward,but at greater depths.
The southernpart of the Surfacelensof low-salinity
water is the band of high rainfall associatedwith the
IntertropicalConvergence
Zone (ITCZ). The northern
extensionof this lens is due to Ekman transport. The
lowestmeasuredsalinitiesin this lensrangefrom 33.9

4.2. Salinity (Figure 5b)
The general pattern is one of two high-salinity regionsin the upper thermoclineand two low-salinityregions, one in the lower thermocline and the other at
the surface. One high-salinityregionis a tonguefrom
the South Pacific extendingjust north of the equator;
the other is a tonguefrom the North Pacific extending
equatorwardto about 15øN. One low-salinityregionis
a tongue, below the northern high-salinitytongue, extending upward and equatorward to about 10øN; the

to 34.4 practicalsalinityunits (psu). This variationis
principallya resultof the annualrainfallcycle[Delcroix
and Henin, 1991]. At the equator,seasurfacesalinity
is greaterthan 35.1 psu exceptin June 1987duringE1
Nifio, when it is just under 35.0 psu. This is probably causedby higher-than-usualrainfall in the central

equatorialPacificat this time lArkin, 1988].
There is often a similar but weaker surface-salinity
maximum

associated

with

the South

Pacific

Conver-

genceZone[Delcroixand Henin,1991],but this liesto
the south of our sections.

4.3. Zonal Currents (Figure 5c)

Geostrophic zonal velocity referenced to 1000 dbar
was computedfrom the LIA and shuttle hydrographic
data after averagingthe half-degree-spaced
dynamicother is a lens of water at the surface centered near
height field with a five-point Hammingfilter to elimi10øN. These features are all seen in a full meridional
nate somealiasingcausedby internaltides [Moumet
sectionalong160øWshownby Reid[1965,Figure3].
al., 1987]. Currentson the equatorwerecalculatedusAccordingto DelcroixandHenin[1991],althoughthe ingL'H6pital'srule[e.g.,LukasandFiring, 1984;Picaut
dominant water motions are zonal, meridional salinity et al., 1989]. Geostrophic
sectionsmadeduringLIA 1
gradientsare so muchgreaterthan the zonalgradients and LIA 2 appearunrealistic(perhapsbecauseof the
that meridional advectionhas the greater influenceon poorer quality CTD measurementsmade during those
salinity. As a result, the most saline water in the south- cruises,seeappendix)and are not shownhere. ADCP
ern high-salinitytonguehas its origin in the South Pa- measurementsof current velocity were made only durcific subtropical salinity maximum. It sinks and moves ing LIA 4 and LIA 5. Equatorial current transports
toward the equator. Comparing Figures5a and 5b, we estimatedfrom thesesectionsare givenin Table 2 (see
see that the core of this tongue is in the upper ther- Table 3 for rangesof thesecurrents).As with tempermocline, typically followingthe 23øC isotherm. Conse- ature, annual variability in geostrophiccurrent in the
quently, in March 1986 and December 1989, when the shuttle is small compared with that in LIA.
thermocline is depressedat the southernend of our secAgain as with temperature, the shuttle geostrophic
tion, this high-salinity tofigue is also depressed.Simi- section shows classic equatorial structure. The three
larly, the northernhigh-salinitytongueoriginatesin the main surfacecurrents,westwardSEC, eastwardNECC,
North Pacific subtropical salinity maximum, and like- and westwardNEC, have well-definedstrengths,thick-

Table 2. Eastward Current Transports
Current

Shuttle,

LIA 3,

LIA 4, November1988

LIA 5, December1989

June

June 1987

ADCP

G

ADCP

G

SEC
NECC

-33
20

-14
13

-49
29

-58
28

-13
9

-22
S

NEC

(-S)

-26

-32

-22

-17

-16

EUC

30

(54)

53

(62)

71

(112)

NTJ

4

8

2

1

8

13

All valuesarein Sverdrups
(1 Sv = 106m3s-•)
Geostrophicvalues(G) are givenfor Hawaii-to-TahitiShuttle Experimentand Line Island array 3, 4 and 5. Acoustic
Dopplercurrent profiler (ADCP) measuredvaluesare givenfor LIA 4 and LIA 5. Valuesin parentheses
are unreliable
becauseof 13øNdata limit for shuttleNEC integrationand errorsin geostrophic
calculationnear the equatorfor LIA EUC
values(seetext).
Abbreviationsare LIA, Line Islandsarray; SEC, South EquatorialCurrent; NECC, North Equatorial CounterCurrent;
NEC, North Equatorial Current; EUC, Equatorial Undercurrent;and NTJ, Northern Tsuchiya Jet.
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Table 3. Integration Rangesfor the Transport Computationsusedin Table 2.
Current

Eastward
Current

SEC
NECC
NEC
EUC
NTJ

<
>
<
>
>

0
0
0
0
0

Depth,

Latitude Range
Shuttle, LIA 3
LIA 4, LIA 5

m

<200
<200
<300
<400
200-400

4øS-5øN
2øN-16øN
>5øN
4øS-2øN
2øN-5øN

4øS-9øN
5øN-16øN
>9øN
4øS-5øN
2øN-9øN

These ranges were chosenfrom Figure 5c.

nesses,and locations. In particular, the NECC occupiesthe regionbetween4.5øN and 9.5øN. The eastward
subsurfacecurrentsare alsowell defined;the EUC, centered on the equator, extends from 2øS to 2øN, with

geostrophiccalculationgrosslyoverestimatesthe transport). The EUC had normalstrengthat this time both
at 110øW(Mr2) and at 165øE(Mr1), thoughat the
latter location it weakenedand reversedduring the next

maximumcurrentspeed100 cm s-• at 130 m, while 4 months in responseto local westerly wind anomalies
the NTJ, located at 4øN, has maximum speed a little

in June and July. The June 1987 section shows the

over 10 cm s-• at 230 m depth. Sincethe STJ coreis NTJ at its usual position, but with double the speed
typicallysouthof 4øS[Tsuchiya,1975],only the edgeof and transport shownin the shuttle section.
it appears in this section. Unlike all the LIA sections,

The November 1988 velocity sections,taken during
La Nifia conditions,showstrong,deep SEC and NECC
westward flow is unbroken at the surface, albeit with a flows, with transports about 50% greater than in the
pronouncedvelocity minimum due to EUC influenceat shuttle section. The ADCP and geostrophicsections
0.5øS.
both show that the SEC again appears split into two
The shuttle section showswell-definedgeostrophic branches by an EUC which reachesthe surface. Both
the shuttle

section shows the SEC as a current

whose

currents[LukasandFiring, 1984]becausethe influence
of internal tides and nonsynopticsampling has been
stronglysuppressed
through averaging.This is not the
casefor our sections,and we expect that geostrophic
calculationsof velocity will becomeespeciallyunreliable
closeto the equator(Coriolisf --• 0). Comparingthe
ADCP and geostrophicvelocity sectionsfor 1988 and
1989, we do indeedseelarge discrepancies
within about
3ø of the equator. It appearsindividual hydrographic
sectionscannot be used reliably to infer currentsat latitudes below 30 .

In June 1987, during E1 Nifio, the ADCP was not
yet available, and we have only the geostrophicvelocity section.It showsan EUC extendingupwardto the
surface. Although within the equatorial band, where
geostrophiccalculationsbecomeunreliable,this feature
may be correct, since it is also seen in the 1988 and
1989 ADCP sections.If we take it as correct, the EUC

the SEC and NECC have (~100 m) velocitymaxima
in excessof 60 cm s-•. The boundarybetweenthese
two currentsis at 5øN. The ADCP section(which,near
the equator,is the morereliablesection)showsan EUC
having structure similar to that in the shuttle experiment, except that it breaks the surfacebetween 2.5øS
and iøN and carries about 75% more transport. The
NTJ

is weak.

Becausethe surfaceflow near the equator is eastward

and equatorial SST is warmer to the west [Delcroix
et al., 1992], the cold SST anomaly along the equator is not the result of zonal advection. Easterly winds
at Christmas Island were strongerthan normal during

1988(MP2), and coolequatorialSST is presumablythe
result of increasedupwelling.
For December 1989 the geostrophicand ADCP sections are similar only for latitudes farther than about 20
from the equator; near the equator they differ substan-

separates the SEC into two branches: a branch to the

tially. For this reason,we basethe followingdiscussion
on the ADCP section. The EUC again appearsto reach
the surface,but the regionof eastwardflow is now espetransport is less than half that in the shuttle section. cially large;it extendsfrom about 2øSto 5øN (except

south of 2øS and a narrow northern branch centered
on 2øN. With this reduced meridional extent the SEC

The NECC alsohas reducedmeridionalextent, lying
between3øN and 6.5øN (Figure 5c). Having a width
of 3.50 and measuredmaximumspeedof 29 cm s-•,
comparedwith shuttlevaluesof 50 and 49 cm s-•, the
NECC transport in June 1987 is only two thirds that
in the shuttle section. In contrast, we obtain a transport of 54 Sv for the EUC, comparedwith 30 Sv for the
June shuttle section, but becauseof the uncertainties
in the geostrophicmethod near the equator,we cannot
say whether the EUC transport is anomalousin June

for a smallpiecenearthe surfacebetween0ø and IøN),
and its coreis deep(130 m). Moreover,the EUC carries a large transport (71 Sv). The northern branch
of the SEC is very weak near the surface. The NECC
is even weaker than in June 1987 but is located

about

50 farther north. The NTJ is strong and is located at
3.5øN, about a half-degreecloserto the equator than
previously. Computed current transports at this time
appear more like those during E1 Nifio than those at
other times. This is perhaps a responseto the west1987. (Comparisonof the ADCP and geostrophices- ern Pacific westerly wind bursts which began in late
timates of the EUC for LIA 4 and LIA 5 suggeststhe November1989 [McPhadene! al., 1992].
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5. Summary and Discussion

namic height and near-surfacetemperatureremained
anomalouslylow throughout 1988. The 1988-1989 La
Nifia lasted for over a year in the central Pacific; dyDuringthe period 1985-1989we observedconditions, namic height returnedcloseto meanlevelsin the first
approximatelyalong 160øW, in two types of measure- half of 1989,and near-surfacetemperatureand SOl did
ments:infrequent(approximately
oncea year)vertical likewise in the second half. In contrast to the normal
profilesof temperature, salinity, and current and fre- depth of the thermoclinein November1988, the therquent(approximately
oncean hour)measurements
of moclinedepth in November1989wasdepressed
(as in
dynamicheight. EOF analysesof the dynamic-height March1986);this mayhavebeenassociated
with heat
time series showed variability at periods greater than

builduppriorto the stalled1990E1Nifio[Antiell,1992].

80 days was dominated by a mode whosemeridional
Reliable velocity sectionswere obtained only during
form peaked at the equator and resembledthe theo- the last 3 years. In all velocitysectionsthe EUC reached
retical first-vertical-mode Kelvin wave. This mode had
the surface,separatingthe SEC into two branches,but
stronginterannualandinterseasonal
oscillations.Its in- uncertaintiesintroducedby geostrophiccalculationnear
terseasonaloscillationswere strongestduring E1 Nifio.
the equator preventedreliable determinationof EUC
At periodslessthan 80 daysthere weretwo significant transport in June 1987. Current transports during
modes:a principal mode with a singlepeak at 6øN and
E1 Nifio and La Nifia were considerablydifferent from
a secondarymode associatedwith meanderingof the
thosecomputedfrom the shuttle data. In June 1987, 6
SEC/NECC dynamic-height
ridge. Thesetwo modes months after peak E1 Nifio conditions,the SEC transwerestrongestaroundthe endof the yearand duringLa
port wasreducedby nearly60%andthe NECC by 35%
Nifia. Those are the times when currents are strongest,

from shuttle values. In November 1988, near the peak

and it is probablethat both modesrepresentoscillations
in La Nifia, SEC and NECC transportswere both alof the ridge by tropical instability waves.
most 50% larger than shuttle values. NTJ transport
The temperature section obtained on the cruise in
was affectedoppositely,being larger by a factor of 2
March 1985 was similar to that of a composite from
the Hawaii-to-Tahiti Shuttle data. Taken together with during E1 Nifio and smallerby a factor of 2 duringLa
the fact that neither SOI nor dynamic height over the

Nifia. In December 1989, shortly after the end of La

arraywasanomalousduring1985(Figures2 and3), this Nifia, there was a large regionof eastwardflow encomsuggests
conditionsthroughout1985canbe regardedas passingthe EUC; alsothe thermoclinetrough,whichis
usuallyfound near 4.5øN wasabsentand, consequently,
normal for the region.

The followingfeatureswere observednear the equa- the NECC was weak. However,in the next paragraph
we present evidencethat this absenceof the thermotor. In the central Pacific Ocean the 1986-1987 E1 Nifio
first became evident when dynamic-height and near- cline trough was a brief occurrencewhich would have
surface temperature anomalies began to rise in mid- lasted only a week or two.
1986. Just before this, in March 1986 the thermocline

To what extent are the differencesbetween our hy-

was depressed
50 m (relativeto the shuttlesection); drographicsectionsrepresentativeof interannualsigthis may have been associatedwith heat buildup on the nals? Our low-pass EOF, which predominantly de,westernside of the Pacific prior to E1 Nifio. Dynamic scribesthe interannual ENSO signal, is limited to the
height and near-surfacetemperatureroserapidly with regionwithin about 50 of the equator. Yet, in the hydrothe onset of E1 Nifio and reachedhighestvaluesby the graphic sectionswe see significantchangesin thermoend of 1986 before dropping at different rates. In June clinedepth extendingto 8øN (section4.1). At 140øW,
1994)saw
1987, 6 months after the peak of the event, dynamic M. J. McPhaden(personalcommunication,
isotherm
displacements
as
large
as
50
rn
associated
with
height had fallen to about half its maximum value, alintraseasonal waves. Could intraseasonal waves be rethoughnear-surfacetemperaturestill remainedcloseto
its highestvalue. By this time the thermoclinehad re- sponsiblefor suchfeatures as the disappearanceof the
turned to about the same depth as in the March 1985 thermoclinetrough near 5øN in our December1989secand shuttlesections(but wasrelativelyfiat from 4øSto tion (Figure 5a)? The cospectraof laggedLIA time
12øN).The sectionsindicatethe dynamic-height
signal seriesindicate a wavelengthof 1400 km and a westfor thesewaves[Donohueet al.,
(Figure2) wasprincipallydueto warmingof the upper wardphasepropagation
1994].
Thus
the
CTD
section
(through5øN,156ø20'W)
waters rather than deepeningof the thermocline. During this E1 Nifio, accordingto MP1 and MP2, the ther- was about a quarter of a wavelengthaway from the
moclinedeepenedto the west (at 165øE)and shoaled LIA array (Table 1) in the directionfrom which the
to the east(at 110øWand, to a lesserextent,140øW). waveswere propagating. During the time CTD casts
EOF (FigIt appearsthe longitude of lO0øW was, as it were, the weretakennear 5øN the principalhigh-pass
pivot point for the seesawingequatorialthermocline.In ure 4b, bottom left) passedthroughzero, goingfrom
June 1•87, increasedrainfall during E1 Nifio resultedin high to low dynamic height. Putting thesefacts tolower surface salinity; also, SST was 4øC warmer than gether,it appearsdynamicheightdue to intraseasonal
in March 1•85 and lacked an equatorial minimum. The waves at the CTD section would have been close to a
transition

from the 1•86-1•87

E1Nifio to the 1•88-1•8•

La Nifia occurred quickly; by March 1•88, dynamic

height was almost 0.2 dyn. rn below the mean. Dy-

minimum

at the time the CTD

casts were taken. More-

over,the meridionalstructureof the waves(Figure4b,
top left) resemblesthat of the mean dynamic-height
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ridge [Donohueet al., 1994,Figure2), and their am- to the available4øS data, and the requiredpatch at 4øS
plitudesare alsosimilar,O(0.1 dyn. m). Consequently, wasformedusingthosecoefficients.Similarly,the 6øN
at the time and placeof the CTD measurementsin 1989
we wouldexpectroughmutual cancellationof dynamic
heightfrom the mean-fieldridgeand from the intraseasonal waves. This is apparently the reason the usual
5øN thermoclinetrough, which is responsiblefor the
dynamic-heightridge, doesnot appear in the Decem-

ber 1989CTD section(Figure5a).

and 10øN data were fitted to the available 8øN data,

and the requiredpatch at 8øN wasformed. Becauseno
data were available north of 10øN, the patch there was

formedby summingthe extensionsof 0.5, 1, 2, and 3
cpy sinusoids,
whichhad beenfitted (in amplitudeand
phase)to the preceding10øNdata.
The major deep and shallow water tides, including

thefortnightlyM! tide, wereremoved
fromthe records.
The time serieswere then low-passfiltered usinga Gaus-

Appendix: Data Processing
Dynamic-Height

sian filter having-3-db attenuationat 24-hourperiods
and subsampledat 12-hour intervals.

Time Series

The ParoscientificDigiquartz pressuresensorsused
in the Sea Data SSPGs during the first two deploy-

Near-surface

Temperature

The pressuregauge at Jarvis Island also recorded

ments(from February1985until June 1987)suffered temperature. The gaugewasinstalledat a depth of 6 m
from production defectsthat resultedin gradual drifts
of up 0.4 dbar in their output signals. During the last

on the reef encirclingthe island and should accurately
representopen ocean conditions.

year'srecord(November1988to December1989)the

4øSgaugeagainshowedan apparentdrift. Fortunate]y, CTD Profiling
there were enoughother measurements
(in situ and
All cruisesbegan and ended in Honolulu. On evsatellite)to allowus to showwith confidence
that the ery cruise, CTD castswere made at each IES site and
drifts were linear.
Details of these drift removals are
near each island instrumented with a pressuregauge.
given by Chiswelland Lukas[1989]. Subsurfacepres- Sectionswere also made with casts at every degree of
sure was convertedto dynamic-heightunits by dividing latitude(everyhalf degreebetween3øNand3øS)on a

it by 1.022(decibarsper dynamicmeter), representing direct course between Malden and Honolulu, typically
taking 10 days. On the March 1985, March 1986, and

mean near-surface density over the entire array.
Acoustic

travel

time

data

from

the IESs

were con-

June 1987 cruises,sectionswere made on both the outverted to dynamic height using the results of Chiswell goingand returning legsof the cruise;on the Novemet al. [1988]and Wimbushet al. [1990],whichcompared ber 1988 and December 1989 cruisesa complete section
the subsurface
pressureat PalmyraIsland (6øN) with was made only on the leg in which a direct coursewas
acoustic travel time from the nearby IES to show that
steered between Malden and Hawaii.
travel time r was linearly related to dynamic height 5D
The quality of these measurementsimproved with

in thisregionby 5D = (-70 dyn.m s-1)r. Detailsof

successive cruises and was best on LIA

4 and 5.

On

the IES processing
are givenby Fieldset al. [1991]and
Donohueet al. [1992].

LIA 1, 2, and 3 internally recordingCTDs were used,
Applied MicrosystemsSTD-12 on LIA i and 2, and
SLG data were provided by the Tropical Ocean-Global Sea-Bird SBE-09 on LIA 3. Water samplesfor conducAtmosphere
SeaLevelCenter[Wyrtki, 1979].Detailsof tivity calibrations were collectedwith Niskin bottles.
the data processingare given by Kilonsky and Caldwell On LIA 4, and 5 the Sea-Bird SBE-09 CTD was used
[1991].Sealevelwasmultipliedby 0.98 (gravity/X0)to with shipboard recording of the data and a 12-place
convert it to dynamic height.
rosette for water sampling.
Gap Filling

The dynamic-heightdata set containssevenminor

(<2 weeks)data gaps,mostlyassociated
with instrument changeovers,
andfive major (> 8 weeks)gapsresultingfrom instrumentlossor failure. The first year

ADCP

Profiling

ShipboardADCP measurements
were made continuously during the final two cruisesusing the RD InstrumentsVM-150 profilerinstalledon the R/V Moana
Wave.The signal-processing
bin lengthwas8 m in the
vertical. ADCP and navigationdata processing
methodsare describedin detail by Bahr et al. [1990].

from 4øS, the secondyear from 8øN, and the last year
from 10øN are missingbecausethe instrumentswere
lost. In addition, there are two gaps of a few months Baseline Definition
each at Palmyra Island due to failure of the pressure
Historical data from the central equatorial Pacific are
gauge. Sincethere wasonly i year in whichwe had
data from all sites,thesegapswerefilled appropriately limited, but the Hawaii-to-Tahiti shuttle Experiment
to obtain a data set which could be analyzed in a uni- [Wyrtki and Kilonsky,1984]from January1979until
form manner(Figure3). Detailsof the gap filling are June 1980 was conductedin years without either pro-

givenby Donohueet al. [1992].In particular,threegaps nounced La Nifia or E1 Nifio conditions and therefore
of ,,,1 yeareachat 4øS(1985-1986),8øN (1986-1987), providesone descriptionof normal conditions. Firing
and 10øN(1988-1989)werefilledas follows.Multiple and Lukas [1985]computedmean, annual, and semilinearregression
wasusedto fit the 9øSand 0.4øSdata annual constituents of the temperature, salinity and
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dynamic-heightfields from the shuttle data. For island
locations

south of 4øN there is little

difference

between

the Firing and Lukas constituentsof surfacedynamic
height and correspondingones computed from our 5
years of LIA data. However, north of 4øN, agreement
between the shuttle and LIA componentsgets progressively worse. At 10øN there is almost no agreement,
even though there was little interannual variability in
the 10øN dynamic height during LIA. For this reason,
we define our baselineof dynamic height to be the reconstructionof the mean and annual componentscomputed for each LIA site. Nevertheless,our hydrographic
sections can be compared with a reconstruction made
from the Firing and Lukas constituents.
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